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Genesis Tinshu is the National 
Director for Cameroon. He and his 
wife Marceline have 4 children:  
Naomi (11), Marie-Toni (10), Brian 
(8), and Davis (7). They 
are also expecting 
another child who is due 
near the end of the year. 
Please pray for a safe 
pregnancy, a safe 
delivery and for financial 
provision. They currently 
live in Dallas, Texas while 
Genesis is pursuing his 
Masters  in Theology at 
Dallas Seminary. 
 

IN THEIR OWN WORDS 
The Romans Project has in-
creased my desire for God’s 
truth. It made me realize there 
is more beneath the surface of 
the Words in Scripture. It gave 
me a greater desire for reading 
the Bible.  It taught me to be 
careful how I interpret Scripture 
and to keep aside my presup-
positions when I come to the 
Word of God. It taught me that 
the meaning of scripture has to 
be derived from scripture, pay-
ing attention to historical and 
cultural context, not to what I 
have been taught by others or 
what I have read in some other 
books, although those can be 
helpful sometimes. 
Genesis Tinshu 
National Director - Cameroon 

Genesis recapitulates the 
progress of  The Romans Project 
in Cameroon: 
“The Romans Project was 
introduced in Cameroon in 2016 
during which we reached over  
800 pastors through the 
introductory meetings that were 
organized throughout 4 regions in 
the country. Dr. Rick and I 
traveled to Cameroon from the 
USA and were joined in 
Cameroon by Rev. Titus Turaki 
from Nigeria.  The project was 
well received... In January 2017, I 
returned to Cameroon and we 
had our first MP3 award 
Ceremonies in the four regions 
that were visited in 2016 during 
which we gave out about 104 
MP3s to pastors from all 4 
participating regions….I hope to 
return to Cameroon in the 
summer of 2018. My hope is that 
when I am in Cameroon in the 

summer, we will award the 
second round of MP3s, Lord 
willing, to pastors who would 
have completed the project 
then... Pray for stability for the 
country as the English-speaking 
regions in the country are in 
crisis…Secondly, more and 
more, I have been sensing the 
need to have a pastor based in 
Cameroon to take over the 
work of National Director. I 
have some pastors in mind. Pray 
that the Lord will lead me to the 
right one.” 
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R.P. graduation in Cameroon in January 2017 


